On the externalization of sound sources with headphones without reference to a real source.
Sounds presented over headphones are generally perceived as internalized, i.e., originating from a source inside the head. Prior filtering by binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs) can create externalized sources. Previous studies concluded that these BRIRs need to be listener-specific to produce good externalization; however, listeners were generally facing a loudspeaker and asked to rate externalization relative to that loudspeaker, meaning that the source had to be perceived outside the head and also at the right distance. The present study investigated externalization when there is no visual source to match. Overall, lateral sources were perceived as more externalized than frontal sources. Experiment 1 showed that the perceived externalization obtained with non-individualized BRIRs measured in three different rooms was similar to that obtained with a state-of-the-art simulation using individualized BRIRs. Experiment 2 indicated that when there is no real source spectrum to match, headphone equalization does not improve externalization. Experiment 3 further showed that reverberation improved externalization only when it introduced interaural differences. Correlation analyses finally showed a close correspondence between perceived externalization and binaural cues (especially interaural coherence).